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Judith Balcerzak Sunbonnet Sue 
Throughout the 
Year

 Judy designed, constructed and quilted this quilt. It took her awhile to collect the 
various fabrics needed to complete the quilt.

Judith Balcerzak Redwork Flowers Judy designed, constructed and quilted this quilt. It was supposed to be 25 blocks. 
After realizing how time consuming embroidery would be, Judy stopped at 12!

Jane Browne Garden Sampler Jane constructed and quilted this quilt designed by Lori Smith. The pattern source was 
frommyhearttoyourhands.com. This was Jane’s first Covid quilt, wanting a challenge 
and this was a UFO. Jean Budzik taught this in a class at Pinegrove.

Jane Browne Spring Bouquet This quilt was designed by Edyta Sitar of Laundry Basket Quilts. Margaret Landon 
quilted it. This was a block of the month from Pinegrove Quilts. Very intense with lots 
of appliqué pieces!

Mary Carroll Dancing Umbrellas Mary constructed and quilted this project made from a pattern designed by Edyta Sitar 
of Laundry Basket Quilts.

JoAnn Castiglia Never Enough 
Cherries

JoAnn constructed and quilted this project herself. It is made from the pattern by 
Peggy Waltman from Hoscotch Quilting Co.  There are 88 leaves and 104 cherries, all 
turned under and hand appliquéd.

JoAnn Castiglia The Quilters The quilt was constructed as part of a medallion challenge. It was quilted by Mary Ann 
Krafft. The central embroidery is from the pattern “The Needleworker” by Bunny 
Leighton.

Mary Dixon Spring Garden Mary constructed this from a pattern by Sue Harvey and Sandy Boobar for Pine Tree 
Country Quilts which was in Quilters World magazine in October 2012. Mary quilted 
this project herself.

Mary Dixon Lady Liberty-New 
York Beauty

Mary constructed this from a kit from Tobacco Shed Quilts, and quilted it herself.

JoAnne Greco Tim’s Grand New 
Adventure

JoAnne made this from a Missouri Star Quilt Co. pattern called Grand Adventures. It is 
the first quilt she quilted herself on her long arm machine.

JoAnne Greco Butterflies JoAnne made this from a Missouri Star Quilt Co. pattern called Strip Butterflies. She 
quilted it herself on a domestic machine. She used her leftover pieces to make scrappy 
binding and a pieced back.

Jackie Groszkowski October on Willow 
Streer

Jackie made this using an original design and templates by Linda Davis. Mary Ann 
Krafft quilted it.

Linda Hunter Stepping Stones to 
the Sunset

This quilt was adapted by Linda from a book ABC 3-D by Marci Baker and from a quilt 
by Theresa Utz. Linda saw a wall quilt that Theresa had made from Marci’s book. She 
created this quilt using a similar method in different dimensions, piecing the 
background and borders using her own design. Linda won the AQG Catherine Oles 
Award for this quilt. Margaret Landon quilted this quilt.

Linda Hunter Summer Solstice This quilt was designed, constructed and quilted by Linda. She designed this quilt to 
take advantage of the many fabrics echoing natural vegetation, etc. Some fabric was 
hand appliqued, some fused, some machine appliquéd. This quilt won 1st place in the 
2019 AQG Challenge.

Gail Kratt Garden Riot Gail constructed this from Judy Baldwin’s pattern for Kaffe Fassett’s Quilt Grandeur. It 
was quilted by Loretta Cadwallader. Gail’s daughter gave her a Kaffe Fassett quilt book 
because she loves to garden. However Kaffe’s bold bright patterns were a challenge 
and a departure from Gail’s more usual subtle hues.

Betty Lerner Bunnies and Bees Betty designed and constructed this quilt. It was quilted by Mary Jo Busch. 

Betty Lerner Once in a Blue 
Moon

Betty designed, constructed, and quilted this project. It uses a variety of techniques.

Betty Lerner Waltzing Australia Betty designed, consrtucted, and quilted this project. It was quilted by Mary Jo Busch. 

Annette Meyer-Grunow Harley Davidson T-
shirts

This fun quilt was designed, constructed and quilted by Annette. It was her first 
attempt at making a T-shirt quilt.
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Annette Meyer-Grunow Feathered Star-
Winter

This lovely quilt was designed, constructed and quilted by Annette. It combines her 
classic star design with contemporary strip piecing designs.

Jean Miller Grandma’s Hexies This quilt was designed, constructed by hand and machine quilted by Jean. It has 
1818 hexes and 319 fabrics!

Jean Nicholson Tulips The basic part of this quilt was taught in a class by Linda Hunter. Jean added the 
appliqué which was adapted from Scrappy Firework Quilts by Edyta Sitar. It was 
quilted by Noell Porter-Goettel of Move the Needle quilting.

Ina Randall Stick and Stones  Ina designed, constructed and quilted this quilt. It features a pieced 2½ inch strip 
background with fused raw edge appliqué.

Ina Randall The Dress Form Ina constructed and quilted this from Laura Heine’s pattern: The Dress Form. It 
features fabric collage using fusible raw edge appliqué and machine piecing.

Sylvia Siegel Amalie This is from the Gudrun Erla pattern Amalie. Sylvia constructed and quilted it herself.

Susan Teetsel Gentleman Caller Susan constructed this from a pattern by Pam Buda of Heartland Quilts. She quilted it 
by hand during the Covid quarantine.

Susan Teetsel Freedom Quilt Susan constructed this from a pattern by Pam Buda of Heartland Quilts. Part of this 
quilt is paper pieced. Susan made it during the Covid quarantine.

Theresa Utz The Black Beast  Theresa constructed this quilt as part of an AQG challenge. It was quilted by Mary Ann 
Krafft. Theresa calls this her “quilt from hell” because of all the fits and starts, and 
lopping off points. She persevered and actually likes the finished product.

Theresa Utz Happy Jack! This was constructed by Theresa from a panel. Mary Ann Krafft quilted it. It started as 
a class project and took on a life of its own. She hangs it in her front window and the 
neighbor kids love it!

Kathy Wentland Kaleidoscope Kathy designed, constructed and quilted this herself. It is a quilt as you go project. 
Strips of batiks were scattered on a design wall. The technique was taught by Jackie 
Watkins at a retreat in Jackson, MS. (The finished strips are ½ inch wide.)
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